
6902 FlexiWork

Work Trousers+ Holster Pockets

Very lightweight work trousers with holster pockets and advanced body
mapping, combining ventilating stretch fabric with CORDURA®
reinforcements for outstanding freedom of movement, body temperature
management, durability and comfort.

Highly elastic and lightweight work trousers with exible gusset seams
and CORDURA®-reinforced holster pockets, designed for everyday use.
The trousers are made of a ventilating stretch fabric and features tough
CORDURA® ripstop reinforcements at the knees, leg endings and
pockets for enhanced durability. KneeGuard™ system provides reliable
knee protection while pre-bent legs ensure optimal t and ease of
movement. Easy-to-access holster pockets with zip compartment,
expandable stretch cargo pocket with zip compartment and ruler pocket
with knife button o er practical storage.

Stretch fabric, body-mapped design and pre-bent legs for optimal t
and freedom of movement

Reinforced with CORDURA® ripstop stretch fabric

KneeGuard™ system certi ed according to EN 14404

CORDURA®-reinforced holster pockets with zip compartment,
expandable cargo pocket with zip compartment, and ID-badge
holder inside leg pocket

Integrated belt with a durable buckle

Tool holders

Size 42-62, 84-120, 144-160, 184-204, 248-256

Material

Main: Stretch CORDURA® 88% polyamide
CORDURA® ,12% elastane, 270 g/m2. Ripstop: 65%
polyester, 35% cotton, 200 g/m2. Reinforcement:
100% polyamide CORDURA®, 205 g/m2.

An extremely tough and hardwearing material, used to
reinforce exposed parts such as pockets, knees and
sleeves. It is also water and dirt repellent, easy to
care for and retains its shape.

Care

Machine wash 40 degrees C

Do not bleach

Do not tumble dry

Regular ironing, steam or dry, may be performed
at Low setting (110º C, 230º F) only.

Dry cleaning solvents

Certi cations

CE category:
Category II

EN 14404 - Knee Protection:
Certified to kneepads 9110, 9112, 9191 and 9169, Type 2, Level 1

CE Certi cation:
EN 14404 - Knee protection



Color Black\Black - 0404

Chili red\Black - 1604

True Blue\Black - 5604

Steel grey\Black - 5804

Navy\Black - 9504
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